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9.55 am    INTRODUCTION AND CASE STUDY
         

9.30 am    REGISTRATION

10.00 am   SESSION 1

4.30 pm    CONFERENCE DRINKS 

8.30 am     SESSION 1

A half day with Linda! (part one)

We always get requests for more time at the Adviser Training Day for Linda! So here is your chance – join 
Linda as she spends three hours discussing tax topics close to her heart.

In this session, Linda will workshop restructures, including CGT and duty concessions, avoiding common 
mistakes, and practical tips.

What happened in SMSF world in 2019? And what will the implications be on how we deal with our 
SMSFs? More than you think! 

Join us to discuss the highlights, including developments in LRBAs, transfer balance caps, death benefit 
payments, NALI and NALE and so much more!

Linda Tapiolas, Partner

Complications in multi-owner structures
Clinton Jackson, Partner  |  Steven Jell, Senior Associate  |  Keeghan Silcock, Associate

 Businesses and structures with more than one owner are quite typical, and create a number of special 
issues in structuring, operating, exiting and estate planning.

What are the risks and the options to minimise them? Are stakeholder agreements really that useful and, 
if they are, what should they say – and not say? And how should the interest be dealt with in the estate 
planning process?

12.45 pm   SESSION 2 
A half day with Linda! (part two)
Linda Tapiolas, Partner

2.30 pm     SESSION 3
SMSF update and the impact on your practice
Scott Hay-Bartlem, Partner  |  Clinton Jackson, Partner  |  Alexander Hawkins, Associate

 Scott Hay-Bartlem, Partner

 Scott Hay-Bartlem, Partner

12.00 pm   LUNCH  

8.25 am     INTRODUCTION AND CASE STUDY 

8.00 am     REGISTRATION

2.00 pm     AFTERNOON TEA

FRIDAY 20 MARCH

THURSDAY 19 MARCH



 

 

      

4.30 pm   CLOSING DRINKS  

1.15 pm    SESSION 4

International tax issues can be complicated and arise in unexpected circumstances – even when you 
have no international clients.

In this session we will run through a number of case studies highlighting where we have seen 
international tax issues arise for advisers and how they can protect their clients (and themselves).

There’s always a lot of exciting developments in tax!

We’ve left this session to talk about the important tax issues at conference time. If the legislation for the 
overhaul of Division 7A has been released, Linda will cover that.

We will confirm the topics shortly before the event.

Common mistakes in asset protection strategies
Justine Woods, Partner  |  Graham Roberts, Partner  |  Hayley Mitchell, Special Counsel

 

 

Protecting the wealth our clients have built up can be an important driver in decision making. There are 
also more and more ways that assets can be attacked, both while alive and after death.

Yet it is easy to undermine asset protection strategies, and many routine actions can undo even the best 
planning.

This session will discuss the dos and don’ts when protecting assets. We will particularly focus on family 
law and estate planning and disputes, as well as a bankruptcy and insolvency perspective.

The ATO has trusts squarely in their sights, and are focussing on some frequently used practices with 
trusts. 

State taxes also provide special challenges for businesses and assets owned in trusts. Payroll tax, land 
tax and duty can prove disadvantageous where a trust is involved, particularly where an off-the-shelf 
trust deed is used. 

So what do advisers need to know when advising on trusts? Do some of our trust go-tos need to 
change? Is it time to reduce or limit beneficiaries? 

9.45 am     SESSION 2 

3.00 pm    SESSION 5 

Sleeper international tax issues

Hot tax topics!

Murray Shume, Special Counsel  |  Caitlin McKenna, Lawyer

Linda Tapiolas, Partner

11.15 am   SESSION 3 
Taxes targeting trusts 
Fletch Heinemann, Partner  |  Sarah Lancaster, Special Counsel

2.45 pm     AFTERNOON TEA
   

12.30 pm    LUNCH

 11.00 am   MORNING TEA

Register now

https://www.cgw.com.au/event/annual-adviser-training-day-smsf-conference/
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